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"First they ignore you,
then they laugh at you,
then they fight you,
then you win.”
Mahatma Gandhi
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“ 1 % E L I T E , T O O B I G T O J A I L”
The 1% of American elite almost
never go to jail. Jail is for the
99% rest of America.
Richard Nixon, arguably one of
the biggest crooks in American
history served as President of
The United States. He was
pardoned by President Gerald
Ford shortly after he resigned in
disgrace over Watergate. Some
consider it the largest assault on
American democracy in our
nation’s history. Nixon blatently
was using wiretaping and other
illegal activies in an attempt to
steal an election. Luckily he did
not have the electronic voting
Diebold machines in the 1970s.
Dick Nixon and his operatives
broke into psychiatrists’ offices in
search of blackmail information.
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Remember Mr. Nixon’s
COINTELPRO (a program that
used the CIA to spy on American
citizens)? Yes Dick went free to
his Whittier Presidential library
mansion living the 1% high-life on

the 99%’s tax dollar. Compare Nixon
to a low level 99 percenter named
Jerry Williams. Jerry wrongly stole a
slice of pizza in Redondo Beach
California from a child. Jerry was sent
to prison on a third strike for life.
That’s right, life in prison for a $1
slice of pizza. “Get tough on crime.”
Donald Rumsfeld most argue is a war
criminal. He will never be prosecuted
because President Barack Obama
came into office and continued an
elite protection tradition whereas the
1% are always too big and too
important to jail. None of George W.
Bush operatives were prosecuted or
ever will be. Exception: Scotter Libby
a felon who worked for Dick Cheney.
Vice President Dick Cheney illegally
tortued people and boasted about it
and he was never prosecuted and
won’t be. Col. Oliver North ran
weapons to the Nicaragra Contra
regime illegally behind and against
the US Congress’ wishes. He was
never jailed. The 1% elites are just
too big to jail.
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Not satisfied with mocking the Occupy movement from the comfort of their right-wing corporate KFI-AM
studio, John and Ken Show came to OLA yesterday to “find stupid
looking people” as one
OCCUPY LOS ANGELES NEWS
occupier described their visit.
Instead the extremists were
met with chants of “We are
the 99%” which made the
broadcast of their show
difficult and was drowned out
briefly. They then turned to
interviews of occupiers. Both
men were surrounded by burly body
guards in suits and ties. Recently
John and Ken exposed on their show
the name of an immigrant activist.
The activist then received hundreds of
hate-filled calls from their listening
audience. General Motors has since
pulled its advertisement from the
show in disgust of their toxic hate filled rhetoric.
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